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Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin film deposition technique that has been studied with

a variety of in situ techniques. By exploiting the high photon flux and energy tunability

of synchrotron based x-rays, a variety of new in situ techniques become available. X-ray

reflectivity, grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering, x-ray diffraction, x-ray fluorescence,

x-ray absorption spectroscopy, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are reviewed as possible

in situ techniques during ALD. All these techniques are especially sensitive to changes on the

(sub-)nanometer scale, allowing a unique insight into different aspects of the ALD growth

mechanisms. VC 2014 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4851716]

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a thin film deposition

technique, which enables thickness control at the atomic

level and conformal deposition on high aspect ratio

structures.1–4 The unique properties of ALD are achieved by

using self-terminating reactions between precursor mole-

cules and the surface. Typically, two different precursor

vapors or gases are used. They are sequentially introduced

to the reaction chamber. Between the exposures, the cham-

ber is either purged with an inert gas or evacuated. This pre-

vents unwanted gas phase reactions and removes reaction

products from the chamber. The precursor chemistry is opti-

mized to ensure saturation of the surface with precursor

molecules after every half cycle. Because an ALD process

consists of very well defined steps, it is a process that allows

for a detailed study of the involved mechanisms during

growth.

A wide range of characterization techniques have been

implemented on ALD reactors, enabling in situ monitoring of

growth. They can be grouped into different categories, based

on the properties that are measured. A first category directly

monitors physical changes. Examples are quartz crystal

microbalance5–8 measuring mass change, four-point probe9

measuring electronic resistivity, and thermopile10 measuring

the reaction enthalpies. A second category of techniques probes

the gas species that are being consumed and formed during the

various chemical reactions involved in the ALD process.

Examples are quadrupole mass spectrometry,7,8,11 optical emis-

sion spectroscopy,12,13 and Fourier transformed infrared

(FTIR) absorption spectroscopy.14 A last category uses light

from either the infrared or visual range to monitor the optical

properties of the surface and/or the deposited layer. Examples

are surface photoabsorption,15,16 FTIR absorption,17–19 spectro-

scopic ellipsometry,20 and ellipsometric porosimetry.21 These

optical techniques are the easiest to use in practice, since no

measuring equipment needs to be incorporated within the ALD

chamber. They can remotely probe the sample surface and

only require an entry and exit window to pass light into and

out of the reactor chamber.

The relatively easy incorporation of light based techni-

ques into ALD research has encouraged the exploration of

the possibilities for wavelengths from the IR to the UV. The

aim of this paper is to show that this wavelength range can

be expanded to x-rays, opening up an even wider variety of

characterization possibilities. Although standard x-ray based

analysis techniques such as x-ray reflectivity and diffraction

using lab-based x-ray sources have proven valuable for ex
situ characterization of ALD deposited thin films, most in
situ experiments during ALD require synchrotron-based

x-rays. To enable in situ studies during ALD, it is important

to limit the impact of the prolonged purge or evacuation

times that are introduced between subsequent ALD (half-)

cycles to perform the measurements. The high photon flux at

a synchrotron facility is beneficial in this respect, because it

allows for shorter acquisition times compared to lab-based

x-ray sources. The high intensity x-ray flux also lowers the

detection limit, enabling the study of layer growth from the

very first ALD cycle onward. A second main advantage of

synchrotron sources is its unique ability to tune the photon

energy to a specific experiment and material system.

Additionally, as shown in Table I, the use of synchrotrona)Electronic mail: Kilian.DevlooCasier@Ugent.be
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based x-rays broadens the available tool box of in situ meth-

ods to a number of techniques, which are synchrotron spe-

cific, such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and

grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS).

The table also includes the most important references report-

ing the in situ use of the respective technique during ALD.

This manuscript is intended as a tutorial review of in situ
x-ray techniques as monitoring tool for ALD. In the following

sections, the techniques mentioned in Table I will be briefly

introduced and their possibilities will be illustrated with exam-

ples. Note that we do not intend to review the methods in detail,

but rather want to demonstrate the specific advantages of these

techniques as in situ analysis tool for ALD growth. Also, cer-

tain practical constraints and difficulties will be addressed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The in situ experiments presented in this paper have been

performed in the UHV thin film growth facility installed at

beamline X21 of the National Synchrotron Light Source at

Brookhaven National Laboratory.46 This setup consists of a

stainless steel reaction chamber pumped by a turbo molecu-

lar pump to a base pressure of 10�6 mbar (Fig. 1). Samples

can be introduced via a loadlock and mounted vertically in

front of a resistive heating plate. The chamber is equipped

with an entrance beryllium window for the transmission of

the x-rays provided by the synchrotron, and two exit beryl-

lium windows for the transmission and detection of the

reflected, scattered, and fluorescent x-rays from the sample.

A Vortex silicon drift detector mounted perpendicular to the

sample surface is available to collect the fluorescence, while

2D scattering intensity maps can be recorded using a

Dectris, Pilatus 100 k, 2D area detector mounted parallel to

the sample. The whole chamber is mounted on a rotatable

table, to allow tuning of the incidence angle to fit the

experiment.

Enabling thermal ALD of oxides in this setup required,

among other things, the connection of precursor supply lines.

H2O vapor was used as oxygen source, while Table II lists

the precursors that were used as metal source for the respec-

tive oxides. The delivery lines were equipped with needle

valves to control the flow and pneumatic valves to regulate

the gas inlet. For all processes, the exposure and pumping

times were chosen long enough to ensure saturation and pre-

vent CVD reactions, respectively. During the exposures, the

pressure in the chamber was usually ca. 5 10�3 mbar. In the

case of tetrakisethylmethylaminohafnium (TEMAH) and tet-

rakisdimethylaminotitanium (TDMAT), Ar was used as a

carrier gas to compensate for the low vapor pressure of these

materials. Finally, to avoid condensation of the precursors,

the delivery lines and chamber walls were heated to

60 8C and 80 8C, respectively.

Besides for the study of metal oxide ALD processes,

synchrotron-based x-ray techniques are extremely useful to

investigate ALD of metals. To demonstrate this, and because

of the incompatibility of the setup at beamline X21 with

metal ALD, ex situ proof-of-principle experiments were per-

formed on home-deposited Pt samples. These samples were

prepared using the earlier reported (methylcyclopentadienyl)

trimethylplatinum (MeCpPtMe3)/ozone process.47

III. SCATTERING BASED TECHNIQUES

A. X-ray reflectivity

X-ray reflectivity (XRR) is widely used in the determina-

tion of thickness, roughness, and density of thin films.48

XRR measures the intensity of an x-ray beam that is specu-

larly reflected from a surface as a function of the incident

angle (typically from 0� to 3�). The complex refractive index

(n) for x-rays is slightly smaller than 1

n ¼ 1� dþ ib: (1)

TABLE I. Available in situ characterization methods when using synchrotron

radiation and the primary sample properties, important to ALD research,

that become accessible.

Technique Accessible information References

XRR Thickness 22–27

Roughness

Electron density

GISAXS Morphology 28

Roughness 29

XRD Phase and size of crystalline grains 30 and 31

XRF Composition 26, 29, 32–35

EXAFS (in vacuo) Local atomic environment 36–41

XPS (in vacuo) Chemical state 37, 38, 42–45

FIG. 1. (Color online) UHV film growth facility, adapted for thermal ALD,

installed at beamline X21 of the National Synchrotron Light Source at

Brookhaven National Laboratory.

TABLE II. Deposited oxides with the used metal source. For TEMAH and

TDMAT, argon is used as a carrier gas.

Oxide Metal source

Al2O3 TMA

ZnO Diethylzinc (DEZ)

HfO2 TEMAH

TiO2 TDMAT
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Hence, total external reflection occurs at low angles. This

allows the determination of the critical angle of the studied

material. The critical angle ðacÞ is directly linked to the elec-

tron density (ne) of the reflecting medium

ac ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2d
p

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

r0k
2

2p
ne

s
; (2)

where r0 is the Bohr atomic radius and k the x-ray wave-

length. Above the critical angle, the incident x-rays penetrate

the film and the intensity of the reflected beam rapidly

decreases with the angle. The use of synchrotron radiation

increases the intensity of the incident and corresponding

reflected beam. Therefore, compared to a lab based system,

the maximum angle accessible will be increased with a cou-

ple degrees. The x-rays that penetrate the thin film will be

reflected at the thin film/substrate interface. Together with

the x-rays reflected at the air/film interface, this will create

an interference pattern. These periodic oscillations in the

XRR pattern, also known as Kiessig fringes, allow the deter-

mination of the film thickness (order 1–100 nm). If the sur-

face is rough, the intensity of the reflected x-rays will drop

off faster for increasing angles. The interface roughness will

reduce the amplitude of the fringes. The difference in density

between the film and the support will also influence the am-

plitude of the fringes.49 Film thickness, roughness, and den-

sity are normally determined by fitting the measured curve

to a theoretical model, like Parratts formalism.50

Since thin films grown by ALD are in most cases only a

few nanometers thick and relatively smooth, XRR is ideally

suited to study properties of growing ALD films. Because of

the obvious link to thin film research, XRR was the first syn-

chrotron based technique that has been utilized in ALD

research to study high dielectric constant alumina thin

films.22 Since then several groups have adopted the tech-

nique into ALD research.23–27

In order to be useful as an in situ technique, XRR needs

to be sensitive to changes in thickness and roughness on the

order of Ångstroms and changes to the density of a few per-

cent. Figure 2 aims to demonstrate the sensitivity of XRR.

The simulations show that changes in the thickness of the

Al2O3 film of the order of 1 Å can easily be distinguished by

their change in oscillation period. The influence of a small

roughness variation and a small change in layer density are

shown to have a noticeable effect on the XRR pattern. From

the simulations, it is also clear that a lab source, with a typi-

cal range up to 3�, is not sufficient to study layers with a

thickness of 25 Å (or less). The higher intensity and corre-

sponding larger angular range of synchrotron radiation is

therefore needed for in situ studies of the very first stages of

growth during ALD.26

To illustrate the possibilities of XRR as an in situ tech-

nique during ALD, we will discuss results obtained during

the growth of Al2O3 on native SiO2, followed by the growth

of TiO2 on top of the alumina. In Fig. 3, the measured XRR

pattern is shown for the bare substrate, after 30 and 80 ALD

cycles of Al2O3 and subsequently 40 ALD cycles of TiO2.

From the decrease of the period of the fringes, it is clear that

the layer is getting thicker with increasing ALD cycles. In

Table III, the thickness, roughness, and density are given for

each step, based on a fit to a theoretical model. It is impor-

tant to note that the measurement after 30 ALD cycles of

Al2O3 would not give the desired information if a lab based

source would be used instead of the used synchrotron radia-

tion as the angular range available at a lab based setup is lim-

ited to about 3�.
From the obtained values, one can see a clear increase in

thickness, as can be expected from the standard Al2O3 pro-

cess. The growth per cycle (GPC) can be calculated to be

about 0.8 Å per cycle between ALD cycle 30 and 80. During

the first 30 ALD cycles, however, the growth rate is lower,

and the film density is low compared to bulk values for

Al2O3. This points to nucleation effects related to the starting

surface. During the following cycles, the film densifies to the

expected value. Both the interface and surface roughness are

FIG. 2. (Color online) Simulated XRR patterns for Al2O3 on silicon. The pa-

rameters of the Al2O3 are changed to show the sensitivity to changes of in-

terest during an ALD experiment. The angular range available to a lab based

setup is marked with the dashed line indicating the need for synchrotron

radiation at low layer thicknesses. (a) The sensitivity of XRR to thickness

variations, (b) the sensitivity of XRR to roughness variations, and (c) the

sensitivity of XRR to density variations in respect to the bulk density of

Al2O3 (ne).
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low and do not change a lot during deposition. The data here

are only shown as an example, but an experiment with a

higher frequency in measurements could provide a lot of

extra insight in the evolution of thickness, roughness, and

density.

When determining the properties of the TiO2 layer, an

added advantage of in situ XRR to ex situ XRR becomes

apparent. An XRR pattern for a multilayer of materials is in

most cases rather complex, since it contains contributions

from every layer. The analysis can therefore be very difficult.

Here the values obtained for the Al2O3 can be used as input

parameters for the model of the multilayer. For even more

complex multilayers, when an in situ XRR measurement is

performed after the completion of every layer, the parameters

for that layer can be determined and used as input parameters

for the analysis of the more complex structure with an addi-

tional layer. This makes the analysis of the final structure a

lot more straightforward and increases the accuracy, since

only a limited set of parameters needs to be fitted at a time.

B. Grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering

GISAXS is a powerful technique for the morphological

characterization of nanoscale objects (particles, pores, etc.)

at surfaces, at buried interfaces, or in thin films. Although

the technique was originally introduced in 1989,51 it was

only in the past decade with the increasing interest in nano-

structured surfaces and films that GISAXS has gained popu-

larity as a structural characterization technique, as illustrated

in a recent review paper.52 GISAXS yields nanometer scale

information averaged over a macroscopic sample area and

allows to asses buried structures in a non-destructive way.

Because no special sample preparation is required, GISAXS

is also suitable for in situ experiments. High-brilliance syn-

chrotron radiation is, however, almost a prerequisite. One of

the main drawbacks of the technique is that the morphologi-

cal information is obtained in reciprocal space. Because of

refraction and reflection effects, the interpretation of

GISAXS images in real-space can be ambiguous.

A GISAXS experiment essentially consists of measuring

the diffuse scattering around the specularly reflected beam at

a fixed angle of incidence (Fig. 4). In order to reduce the

unwanted bulk scattering from the substrate and to enhance

the near-surface scattering, the incident angle, ai, is kept

very small with respect to the sample surface. In this geome-

try, any kind of roughness or electron density contrast in the

(sub)surface region of the sample leads to scattering in off-

specular directions. The scattered intensity is usually

recorded by a 2D detector (located at 1�4 m from the sam-

ple) as a function of the out-of-plane angle af and the in-

plane angle 2hf . To prevent saturation, or even damage, of

the detector, the direct and specularly reflected beam, which

have an intensity of several orders of magnitude higher than

the diffuse scattering, are masked by slits or beamstops.

Because the scattered x-rays are low in intensity, scattering

from the direct beam at the entrance window to the chamber

needs to be blocked with a carefully positioned knife edge

between the entrance window and the sample. Similarly, the

FIG. 3. (Color online) XRR pattern measured after, respectively, 30 and 80

ALD cycles of Al2O3 and subsequently 40 ALD cycles of TiO2. The meas-

urements are shifted vertically with respect to each other for clarity.

TABLE III. Values for thickness, roughness and density obtained by fitting

the XRR patterns shown in Fig. 3.

ALD cycles 30 cycles 80 cycles 80þ 40 cycles

Interface roughness (Å) 2.5 1.4 1.4

Al2O3 thickness (Å) 15.5 55.3 55.3

Al2O3 roughness (Å) 2.4 2.5 2.5

Al2O3 density (g/cm3) 2.68 3.67 3.67

TiO2 thickness (Å) 33.0

TiO2 roughness (Å) 3.1

TiO2 density (g/cm3) 4.39

FIG. 4. (Color online) Schematics of the GISAXS geometry. Incident x-rays

have a wavevector ki. Due to scattering the wavevector changes to kf. The

momentum transfer due to scattering is denoted as q. The position of the

Yoneda peak has been marked with Y and the position of the reflected beam

has been marked with S.
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specularly reflected beam is preferably blocked prior to hit-

ting the exit window.

In order to deduce morphological information from the

measured 2D scattering patterns, the scattering vector q is

defined as kf � ki, with ki and kf the wavevectors of the inci-

dent and scattered beams, respectively. The scattering vector

components qx, qy, and qz are related to the angles ai; af and

2hf by

qx ¼ k0 cos 2hf

� �
cos afð Þ � cos aið Þ

h i
qy ¼ k0 sin 2hf

� �
cos afð Þ

h i
qz ¼ k0 sin afð Þ þ sin aið Þ

� �
k0 ¼ jkij ¼ jkf j ¼ 2p=k:

(3)

Because the angles are limited to a few degrees, the scat-

tering vector components are also small, i.e., between 0 and

a few nm�1, meaning that dimensions from a few up to hun-

dreds of nanometers are probed in real space.53 Variation in

the scattering intensity with qy provides in-plane (lateral)

structural information, while intensity variation with qz pro-

vides out-of-plane (normal) structural information. Full anal-

ysis of the 2D GISAXS spectra can provide information on

the geometry, size distribution, and spatial correlation of the

scattering features.

If the exit angle equals the critical angle, an enhancement

of the scattered intensity arises.54 The so-called Yoneda

peak is a typical dynamic feature of diffuse scattering.

Because the critical angle is related to the electron density of

the scattering medium, the Yoneda peak is a material de-

pendent feature.

GISAXS can be useful in ALD research to study a range

of very different problems. First, GISAXS can be used to

study thin film growth on planar surfaces. In this case, the

scattering can provide information on the evolution of sur-

face roughness during growth. This has already been shown

in a study of the initial growth of HfO2 on Si and Ge sub-

strates.29 Second, in the case of, for example, metal ALD,

where islands of material are being formed during the initial

stages of growth, GISAXS allows for the analysis of the

size, shape, and interparticle spacing. This can be very im-

portant in, e.g., the determination of particle size and disper-

sion for catalyst preparation by ALD. Third, GISAXS is

frequently used to study nanostructured features at surfaces

such as nanoporous layers or quantum dots.55,56 These struc-

tures will have a very distinctive GISAXS pattern. When

ALD is used in combination with these materials, the

changes in scattering can be used to study, e.g., conformality

and pore filling.

To show the power of GISAXS in ALD research, three

examples will be discussed. All experiments used a similar

geometry, working at an incident angle ai of 0.8� in the first

two examples and at an incident angle ai of 1� for the third

example. A PILATUS 100 K, 2D detector was used to mea-

sure the scattered x-rays, positioned approximately 1 m away

from the sample. All measurements were performed at an

x-ray energy of 10 keV.

In a first example, in situ GISAXS is used to study the

evolution of the surface roughness during growth of a HfO2

layer on a ALD grown Al2O3 surface. The evolution of the

scattered intensity for low qz ðaf ¼ 0:2�; qz ¼ 0:88 nm�1Þ
during ALD is displayed in Fig. 5.

In the low qz limit, the weighted integral of the GISAXS

intensity can be used as a measure for the square of the rms

roughness57

r2
rms /

ð
q==Iðq==Þdq==: (4)

This enables a qualitative view on the roughness evolution

during ALD deposition. In Fig. 6, the square root of the inte-

gral from Eq. (4) is shown as a function of ALD cycles.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Evolution of the scattering intensity for low qz

ðaf ¼ 0:2�; qz ¼ 0:88 nm�1Þ, as measured every four ALD cycles during

ALD of HfO2 on an Al2O3 surface.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Qualitative evolution of roughness during HfO2

growth based on the scattered intensity, calculated using Eq. (4). The AFM

image at the end of the growth is included as an inset, with the correspond-

ing rrms as determined from the AFM image.
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A clear evolution in roughness can be seen. During the first

ALD cycles, the surface roughness increases and stabilizes

after several ALD cycles.

The second example concerns a proof of principle. Up

until now, no in situ GISAXS measurements have been

reported during metal ALD. Here, we will discuss the

GISAXS pattern obtained for various stages of Pt growth on

native SiO2. These measurements were not performed during

ALD growth itself, but were measured on a set of prepre-

pared samples. The Pt has been grown using a thermal ALD

process at 150 �C.47 Similar experiments have already been

reported for the growth of Pt on SrTiO3.58

Platinum is known to form islands during the very first

stages of growth, due to slow nucleation on nonmetallic

surfaces. These islands or clusters will be distributed over

the surface at random intervals and have a certain size distri-

bution. As GISAXS looks at a macroscopic sized area of the

substrate, the scattering contributions of many individual

islands will get averaged out to show a mean distance and/or

size of the island. In Fig. 7, the scattering pattern is shown

for 30, 60, and 100 ALD cycles. A qualitative analysis of the

patterns can already offer some insight. The GISAXS pattern

for 30 ALD cycles only shows the Yoneda peak around the

critical angle of silicon ðac ¼ 0:18�; qz ¼ 0:86 nm�1Þ, indi-

cating that the silicon substrate is responsible for most scat-

tering and hence that not a lot of growth has occurred. After

60 ALD cycles, two lobes appear, which hint in the direction

of particle formation on the surface. Finally, after 100 ALD

cycles, the lobes have shifted to smaller qy values, indicating

that larger particles have been formed. The position of the

Yoneda wing has also shifted to higher qz (in other words

also higher af), corresponding to the higher critical angle for

a platinum layer ðac ¼ 0:46�; qz ¼ 1:12 nm�1Þ. The position

of the lobes can be used to determine the average interpar-

ticle spacing and shape of the particles. To obtain these val-

ues, patterns can be modeled using specific software (e.g.,

GISAXS59), but this is out of the scope of this article.

A third example illustrates the use of GISAXS to study

conformal ALD in complex nanostructures. Here, GISAXS

was used to analyze the growth of ZnO in a porous silica

film on a silicon support. The porous silica film has meso-

pores of the order of several nanometers. As has already

been shown in literature,21,34,60 these structures can be either

conformally coated with ALD or the pores can be sealed. To

ensure a large enough penetration depth for the x-rays, and

incident angle of 1� was chosen for these experiments,

instead of the previously used incident angle of 0.8�. When

we look at the GISAXS pattern of the uncoated porous silica

film (see Fig. 8), we see a very distinctive pattern. The

Yoneda peak is clearly visible, as is a semicircle. This semi-

circle can be attributed to the ordered pores in the substrate.

This is due to an interference effect of x-rays scattering at

the pores’ internal surface, due to the difference in refractive

index. As the film gets gradually filled with ZnO, the

Yoneda peak shifts to higher qz values. This indicates a den-

sification of the film as more and more ZnO gets incorpo-

rated into the porous structure. A change in the intensity

corresponding to the scattering of the internal surface can be

observed. As the contrast in refractive index changes due to

the higher electron density of ZnO, the scattering pattern is

influenced. After the ZnO deposition, the Yoneda peak has

shifted to a value corresponding with the higher electron

density of ZnO, and the semicircle is still present indicating

the change from open pores to filled pores.

IV. X-RAY DIFFRACTION

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is one of the most widely used

techniques in solid state sciences and materials research. The

use of XRD enables the study of crystalline materials. As

most materials deposited with ALD are amorphous during

deposition, in situ XRD is limited to certain ALD processes.

The most well-known oxide deposited with ALD that is

crystalline during deposition is ZnO.61 Most metals can also

readily be studied with XRD. XRD has only been used a few

FIG. 7. (Color online) GISAXS patterns measured after respectively 30 ALD

cycles (a), 60 ALD cycles (b), and 100 ALD cycles (c) of ozone based Pt

deposition on Si. The appearance of lobes in the scattering pattern indicates

the formation of islands. A shift of the critical angle can also be seen. The

samples were prepared in the lab and studied ex situ in the setup at beamline

X21 at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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times as an in situ technique.24,31 There are however numer-

ous examples of synchrotron based ex situ XRD studies on

ALD grown layers.30,62–66 This indicates that synchrotron

based XRD has several advantages to lab based XRD. The

main advantage is the lower detection limit. As the signal to

noise ratio can be greatly increased when using the high pho-

ton flux at a synchrotron, even very small amounts of crys-

talline material can be detected. The lower divergence of the

x-ray beam is also a prerequisite when performing grazing

incidence XRD. GIXRD is especially beneficial when study-

ing thin films. In situ XRD can be used to identify crystalline

phases, grain orientation, and grain size of crystalline materi-

als. If the crystallites are randomly orientated in the film, the

intensity of the diffraction peaks can be used as a measure of

the amount of deposited material. Detailed analysis of the

peakwidths in the XRD pattern with the Scherrer equation

can yield grain sizes within the deposited film

s ¼ Kk
b cos h

: (5)

Here, s is the mean size of the ordered crystalline

domains, K is a dimensionless shape factor, with a value

close to unity depending on the shape of the crystallites, k is

the x-ray wavelength, b is the line broadening at half the

maximum intensity in radians, and h is the Bragg angle.

The use of XRD as an in situ technique during ALD

allows for a detailed study of, for example, the nucleation of

metals, the evolution of grain sizes during growth, the influ-

ence of growth conditions on the crystallinity, and the influ-

ence of the support (epitaxial growth).

To illustrate the technique, we will again discuss a proof

of principle experiment. The ex situ XRD patterns for Pt

grown on native SiO2 for 60, 100, and 200 ALD cycles are

shown in Fig. 9. The XRD measurements were performed

with a Bruker D8 discover system. The Pt has been grown

using a thermal ALD process at 150 �C, as described

earlier.47

The measurements clearly show an increase in intensity

of the diffraction peak corresponding with the (111) plane of

Pt. A smaller diffraction peak corresponding to the (200)

plane is also observed. In the table in Fig. 9, the values for

the calculated mean size of the ordered crystalline domains

are given for the (111) peak. A clear increase in domain size

can be seen. As both the 60 and 100 cycle samples are the

exactly same samples studied with GISAXS (as seen in

Fig. 7), there is a nice correspondence between both techni-

ques. Both GISAXS and XRD suggest that after 60 ALD

cycles, not a lot of platinum is present (low XRD intensity,

Yoneda peak at low qz, corresponding to the critical angle of

bare Si) and after 100 ALD cycles the XRD intensity is

much larger, indicating platinum has been grown, as is also

seen in the shift of the Yoneda peak in the GISAXS pattern

to higher qz values.
FIG. 8. (Color online) In situ GISAXS pattern for a porous silica film before

deposition (a), after four ALD cycles (b) and after 14 ALD cycles (c) of

DeZ and H2O, respectively. A scattering pattern corresponding to the porous

film can be seen. The shift of the critical angle shows the densification of

the film by filling the porous structure.

FIG. 9. (Color online) XRD pattern for, respectively, 60, 100, and 200 ALD

cycles of Pt growth, showing the (111) and (200) diffraction peak. The inset

displays a table of the domain sizes for the (111) peak calculated with the

Scherrer equation [Eq. (5)]. A clear increase in domain size can be seen.
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V. ELEMENTAL ANALYSIS

A. X-ray fluorescence

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) is a spectroscopy technique

that is based on the excitation of core electrons by x-rays. If

the energy of the incident photons is larger than the binding

energy of a core electron, that electron can be emitted by the

atom. This creates a vacancy, which leaves the atom in an

excited state. To relax to a more stable state, an electron

from an outer shell will be transferred to the vacancy. This

will result in the emission of either an x-ray or an Auger

electron. The emitted x-ray will have an energy correspond-

ing to the difference in binding energy between the two

shells involved. Because every element has a different set of

energy levels, each element will have a specific set of fluo-

rescence peaks. These can be used to identify the elements

that are being exposed to the x-rays. This in turn allows

determination of sample composition.

Because the creation of an Auger electron instead of a flu-

orescent x-ray is more favorable in lighter elements, the use

of XRF is typically limited to elements with an atomic num-

ber larger than 11. Moreover, most window materials (Be,

kapton) are only sufficiently transparent to x-rays above a

certain x-ray energy. This again limits the use of XRF to

heavier elements. The efficiency of x-ray absorption is

greatly improved when the incident x-ray energy is slightly

above the binding energy of the core electrons. The tunabil-

ity of the x-ray energy at a synchrotron allows tailoring to

the specific elements involved in an experiment.

In situ XRF is an interesting tool to study nucleation

behavior during ALD and the growth on complex, nonplanar

structures.32,33 The high intensity of the synchrotron beam

enables the detection of a very small amount of material.

Therefore, in situ XRF can be used to study the very first

stages of ALD growth, even on planar surfaces. This has

been demonstrated for the nucleation of ZnO (Ref. 26) and

TiO2 (Refs. 32 and 33) on Si, and the growth of HfO2 on Ge

and Si.29 Since XRF directly detects the amount of deposited

material, the substrate shape has little to no influence on the

measurement. This allows quantification of the amount of

deposited material on high aspect ratio surfaces, where other

techniques cannot be used to monitor, e.g., film thickness.

This was shown for the growth of TiO2 in porous silica

films.32–34

The penetration depth of x-rays for energies typically

used during XRF is on the order of microns. If the thickness

of the studied layers is larger than a few 100 nm, the reab-

sorption of fluorescent x-rays needs to be taken into account,

since this changes the relation between the intensity of the

fluorescent x-rays and the amount of material. For the study

of planar ALD grown thin films, this is usually not a prob-

lem, since the layers are typically much thinner than 100 nm.

In the case of complex 3D structures on a support, attention

has to be given to this effect, as these structures can have

thicknesses of the order of several microns. Special attention

also has to be given to the substrate or support itself. If the

substrate is excitable by the used x-rays, a lot of fluorescent

x-rays will be created related to the substrate, which can

saturate the detector. Additionally, some of the x-rays will

get scattered on the sample. These elastic (Rayleigh scatter-

ing) and inelastic (mostly Compton scattering) scattered

x-rays increase the death time of the detector. Both contribu-

tions can be minimized by setting the angle between the inci-

dent x-rays and the detector to 90�. To optimize the amount

of fluorescence reaching the detector, the detector needs to

be placed perpendicular to the sample, since the fluorescence

will follow Lambert’s cosine law. If we take both geometri-

cal conditions into account, a detector position perpendicular

to the sample in combination with a small incident angle is

to be preferred, ensuring an angle between the incident

x-rays and the detector close to 90�. However, a small inci-

dent angle creates a large footprint of the x-ray beam on the

sample. To limit the loss of signal and unwanted background

signals due to illumination of an area larger than the studied

sample, the incident angle is usually chosen based on the

maximum footprint size in relation to the sample size.

As a first example the nucleation and growth of HfO2 is

monitored for two different starting surfaces. The two stud-

ied surfaces are thermally grown SiO2 and ALD grown

Al2O3. HfO2 is grown by thermal ALD at a sample tempera-

ture of 250 �C.

A typical XRF spectrum after several cycles of HfO2 dep-

osition is shown in Fig. 10. This clearly shows that the spec-

trum consists of lines corresponding to the substrate (Si Ka),

the HfO2 layer (Hf La), scattered x-rays (10 keV), and vari-

ous smaller signals from the sample holder (Co Ka and Fe

Ka). The use of synchrotron based x-rays enables the detec-

tion of these small quantities of materials.

In Fig. 11, the evolution of the Hf La emission line is

shown during the first ALD cycles on the SiO2 surface. By

integrating this peak, a measure of the deposited amount of

Hf atoms can be obtained. The integrated intensities

obtained for both starting surfaces are shown in Fig. 12. On

FIG. 10. (Color online) XRF spectrum for 10 ALD cycles of HfO2 on SiO2.

Lines corresponding to the substrate (Si Ka), the HfO2 layer (Hf La), scat-

tered x-rays (10 keV), and various smaller signals from the sample holder

(Co Ka and Fe Ka) can be seen. The use of synchrotron based x-rays enables

the detection of these small quantities of materials.
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the ALD grown Al2O3 surface, substrate-enhanced growth is

observed during the first 10 cycles, likely because the start-

ing surface has a higher density of hydroxyl groups than the

growing HfO2 layer. In contrast, the initial growth on the

SiO2 surface is substrate-inhibited, due to nucleation effects

because the starting surface mainly contains oxygen

bridges.1 If we look at the final slope of the growth curves,

linear growth is observed, as is expected for ALD. The slope

of the growth curve on SiO2 is almost twice the slope for the

growth on Al2O3. This means that the GPC is larger on the

SiO2 surface. This can be linked to a higher surface rough-

ness due to the delayed nucleation, which is known to result

in rougher films.

Since XRF probes the elemental composition of a mate-

rial, independent of surface morphology, the technique is

ideally suited to study ALD growth on 3D structures. As an

example, the thermal growth at 200� of TiO2 on multi-

walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) is shown. In Fig. 13,

the integrated intensity of the Ti Ka peak is shown. As a ref-

erence, the growth of TiO2 on native SiO2 is shown. The

data clearly show that a lot more material is deposited on

the MWCNTs, compared to a planar reference. This is to be

expected, as the surface area of the MWCNTs is several

times larger. One can also see that the growth on the

MWCNTs has a nucleation period of about 20 ALD cycles.

When we now compare the slope for the growth on

MWCNTs and the planar reference, the apparent GPC is 55

times larger. The slope can be interpreted as a direct mea-

sure for the effective surface area. This allows an estimate

of the density of MWCNTS on the sample. The diameter

and length of the MWCNTs is known to be 10 nm and

6 lm, respectively. If we assume that the MWCNTs are uni-

formly coated, a density of 3 1010 cm�2 is obtained. This is

a realistic value suggesting that the MWCNTs are indeed

fully coated, as confirmed by cross-sectional SEM.

The use of XRF is not limited to monitoring material that

gets added during ALD. It can also be used to analyze etch-

ing behavior. Trimethylaluminium (TMA) is known from lit-

erature to etch ZnO.67 We will show this effect with in situ
XRF measurements. First, a ZnO layer was grown in an an-

odize alumina substrate. This ensures a larger surface area,

resulting in larger signals. In Fig. 14, the evolution of the in-

tensity of the Zn Ka emission line is shown under TMA ex-

posure at 5 10�3 mbar. The XRF signal indicates the

removal of Zn atoms by TMA.

A final example discusses in situ XRF measurements per-

formed during the growth of ZnO in a mesoporous silica

film. This is the exact same deposition that was previously

discussed in the GISAXS section. The Zn Ka line is

FIG. 11. (Color online) Evolution of the Hf La emission line measured dur-

ing the 10 first ALD cycles of HfO2 growth on SiO2.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Integrated intensity of the Hf La emission line as a

function of ALD cycles for the growth of HfO2 on SiO2 and Al2O3.

FIG. 13. (Color online) Integrated intensity of the Ti Ka emission line, meas-

ured during TiO2 growth on MWCNTs and a silicon reference. The growth

on the MWCNTs has a nucleation period of about 20 ALD cycles. The final

slope of the growth curve on the MWCNTs is 55 times larger than the slope

of the reference curve, indicating a surface area increase for the MWCNTs

as compared to the planar reference. The inset is a SEM picture of the coated

MWCNTs, showing a uniform coating on the MWCNTs up to the support-

ing surface at the bottom.
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integrated to monitor the growth in the porous material, as

shown in Fig. 15. From the growth curve, it is clear that dur-

ing the first five cycles a much larger surface is available for

ALD growth. During these first ALD cycles, the pores are

accessible to the ALD precursors, making the internal sur-

face available for growth. After five ALD cycle the pores are

closed to the ALD precursors and growth only continues on

top of the porous film, indicated by the lower slope after five

ALD cycles.

VI. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

For completeness, XAS and x-ray photoelectron spectros-

copy (XPS) will be briefly introduced. These techniques can

provide information about the local chemical state during

ALD growth. They have so far not been reported as in situ

techniques, but are instead used for “in vacuo” experiments,

where deposition and characterization are performed in sepa-

rate chambers with vacuum transfer. While the vacuum

transfer avoids air exposure, it does impose limitations. The

most important being that the transfer of the sample from

one chamber to the other obviously takes some time. Since

most half reactions during ALD growth generally result in a

stable state in UHV, the time in between cycles or half

cycles can be increased to allow this transfer. However, cer-

tain processes, where the intermediate state after a half reac-

tion is less stable, cannot be studied in this way. An example

is the growth of Pt with a N2 or NH3 plasma. In this case, the

active species on the surface are removed over time.68 This

only allows for a small time window in between (half-)

cycles to perform in vacuo measurements. A second consid-

eration has to be made with regard to sample temperature

during transfer and analysis. The amount of surface groups

is known to depend on the sample temperature. Most ALD

processes are dependent on the interaction with these groups.

This implies that changes in sample temperature during

transfer and analysis can have a significant influence on the

ALD process. By addressing these issues, an in vacuo
experiment may provide useful insights, not accessible with

true in situ techniques. The discussion of XAS and XPS will

be limited to a general introduction and a brief prospect of

the in situ use of these techniques.

A. X-ray absorption spectroscopy

In x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) one measures the

absorption of x-rays by a material as a function of energy to

obtain detailed structural and electronic information through

extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) and x-ray

absorption near edge structure, respectively.69 Classically,

XAS is performed by looking at the transmitted x-ray inten-

sity through a material. The transmission is then given by

the Beer-Lambert law

It ¼ I0e�lðEÞt (6)

with the absorption coefficient l(E) as function of the energy

and the thickness of the material t. Generally x-ray absorp-

tion decreases smoothly for increasing energy. But if the

energy of the x-rays becomes large enough, an electron from

an inner shell of the material can be excited, as already

explained for XRF. This will give rise to a sharp increase in

absorption at the specific binding energy of the core electron.

This increase is denoted as the absorption edge or threshold

energy. The emitted electron will have a kinetic energy

(Ekinetic) corresponding to the photoelectric effect

Ekinetic ¼ h� � Ebinding: (7)

Quantum mechanically the outgoing photoelectron can be

represented as a spherical wave. This wave will scatter on

the surrounding atoms (specifically the electron densities),

producing a backscattered wave. These outgoing and back-

scattered waves interfere, causing an interference pattern.

The distance to the neighboring atoms determines the

FIG. 14. (Color online) Integrated intensity of the Zn Ka emission line under

TMA exposure at 5 10�3 mbar, showing the etching behavior of TMA on

ZnO.

FIG. 15. (Color online) Integrated intensity of the Zn Ka emission line during

growth of ZnO in a porous silica film. During the first five cycles growth is

occurring on the internal surface, indicated by the larger slope. After five

cycles, ZnO is grown on top of the film. The growth on a planar Si surface is

shown as a reference.
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interference pattern. As a result, the absorption coefficient

above the absorption edge is defined as

l ¼ l0 þ vðEXÞ (8)

with l0 representing the atomic background. vðEXÞ describes

the scattering of the outgoing electron against the neighbor-

ing atoms. It is called the EXAFS function. This oscillatory

part of the absorption coefficient contains information about

the local structure around the absorber atom. Since the elec-

trons only get excited around a specific energy, XAS is ele-

ment specific.

As an alternative to measuring the x-ray transmission, the

fluorescence can be studied. Since the fluorescence intensity

is closely related to the absorption coefficient, the same infor-

mation can be obtained. This is important when we want to

apply XAS as an in situ technique during ALD. When study-

ing thin films, an absorption measurement will only see a

very small change in transmission, due to the limited amount

of absorbing material in the film. This will result in a low sig-

nal to noise ratio. The fluorescent signal on the other hand

will even be available when only little material is present.

The use of XAS has been reported as an ex situ
technique.70–72 There are also reports of XAS as an in vacuo
technique, where the sample can be transferred from the

ALD chamber to an UHV system to allow for XAS.36–39 To

the best of our knowledge, the use of XAS as an in situ tech-

nique has been performed once on powderous supports in

absorption mode40 and once studying ALD growth on a pla-

nar support in fluorescence mode.41

B. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XPS is a technique that allows the study of composition

and chemical state of the elements in a material. XPS is

based on the photoelectric effect [Eq. (7)]. The material gets

illuminated with x-rays at a fixed energy (Ephoton). These

x-rays will interact with the electrons in the shells of the illu-

minated atoms. These electrons can get emitted if Ephoton is

larger than the electron binding energy (Ebinding). The sur-

plus in energy will be converted into kinetic energy (Ekinetic)

of the photo electron. These electrons can then be collected

and analyzed. This leads to the following equation used for

XPS analysis:

Ebinding ¼ Ephoton � ðEkinetic � UÞ: (9)

Here, U is the work function of the spectrometer. Every ele-

ment has a characteristic set of peaks at specific Ebinding.

This allows for an elemental analysis of a sample. As

Ebinding also depends on the chemical state of the involved

atoms, XPS can be used to determine the local bonding of

atoms.

Since only electrons created at the surface exit the mate-

rial unaltered, the information depth of XPS is limited to a

few nanometers. From an ALD point of view, this can be

considered an advantage for in situ analysis, since we are

only interested in the very top surface. Because XPS is based

on the collection of electrons, UHV is needed. This is a very

important hurdle when it comes to implementing XPS as an

in situ technique. Moreover, fragile detection electronics are

in direct contact with the vacuum of the analysis chamber. If

we would implement ALD inside an XPS chamber, the

UHV conditions would be very hard to achieve and special

care would have to be made to protect the detector from the

ALD process. This directly explains why no use of XPS as

in situ technique has been reported in literature. There are

however several examples of the use of XPS as in vacuo
technique, meaning that the sample gets transferred from an

ALD chamber to an XPS analysis chamber under UHV

conditions.37,38,42–45 However, the development of high

pressure XPS and ambient pressure XPS systems, as are cur-

rently pioneered for in situ studies during catalysis, could

make in situ XPS possible under ALD conditions.73

VII. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF
SYNCHROTRON USE

The use of synchrotron radiation obviously also comes

with a few disadvantages. If the flux on the sample is too

high and the sample is sensitive to x-rays, the surface might

get altered, changing the ALD process that is being moni-

tored. Limiting the flux to the sample, increasing the foot-

print of the x-ray beam, and blocking the sample from x-rays

when no measurements are being performed reduce the

x-ray effects. Possible decomposition of the gas molecules

by x-rays can be avoided by only allowing illumination

when the reactor has been purged/pumped.

Second, at least two x-ray transparent windows need to be

incorporated into the reactor design. Because of the confor-

mal nature of ALD, these windows either need to be pro-

tected by valves during gas exposures or need to be

considered as consumables. Since in most cases the tempera-

ture of the windows will be limited, either by heating effi-

ciency and/or the practical upper limit to the allowed

temperature of the window, in practice, most ALD processes

will deposit very little material on the windows.

Third, since synchrotron facilities only have a limited

amount of available time compared to the demand from vari-

ous scientific areas, a request has to be made for experimen-

tal time. Due to selection procedures and scheduling, in most

cases, a few months up to more than half a year can pass

between application for experimental time and the actual

experiment. Additionally, as a multiuser facility, safety is a

key issue at a synchrotron facility, both concerning the

involved chemicals and the interface between the beamline

equipment and the in situ ALD reactor. Communication with

beamline staff can be of great help to make an estimate of

the feasibility of your experiment at a specific facility.

VIII. REACTOR DESIGN

Design of an ALD reactor that allows for in situ synchro-

tron studies asks for some specific adaptations and changes

to a standard ALD reactor. A lot of experience exists within

the field of catalysis, where a multitude of operando reaction

cells have been designed over the last decades for operando

EXAFS or XRD during catalytic reactions. These reaction
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cells typically use a heating stage to heat the catalyst up to

500 �C and work under a wide range of gas ambients.74–76

This can be translated to an ALD design, where typically

similar requirements need to be met. In Fig. 16, a schematic

representation of an ALD chamber, adapted for various in
situ synchrotron based techniques is shown.

Currently, several chambers have already been used to

perform x-ray studies during ALD, both flow type reac-

tors,24,26 and pump type reactors.29,32–34 A few issues that

need to be addressed when adapting or designing these

chambers will be briefly discussed.

As the x-ray source in the case of synchrotron experi-

ments is fixed, changing the incident angle needs to be

achieved by either mounting the full ALD chamber on a

movable stage and/or incorporating a movable sample stage

into the design. Even if only measurements at a fixed posi-

tion will be performed, still some rotational and/or transla-

tional freedom is required, in order to align the x-ray beam

with the chamber.

Windows need to be incorporated into the chamber design

to allow x-rays to pass from the source to the sample and

back to a detector. In most cases, either beryllium or kapton

windows are used as these materials are sufficiently transpar-

ent in the keV energy range. The transmission of both materi-

als is shown in Fig. 17 for typical window thicknesses. The

transmission of silicon is added for comparison. In general,

thinner windows are preferred, because they allow for the

highest transmission. However, depending on the size of the

needed window, the strength of the window needs to be taken

into account, as in most cases, the window needs to withstand

around one atmosphere in pressure difference. This directly

results in a minimal window thickness for a given diameter.

Clever use of the x-ray transmission properties of various

materials is not limited to the selection of window materials.

If unwanted x-rays at a specific energy are preventing accu-

rate in situ measurements, a filter material can be placed ei-

ther directly in front of the entrance window or in front of

the detector. As an example, the effect of a molybdenum fil-

ter on the fluorescent spectrum of an ALD grown HfO2 layer

on InP is shown in Fig. 18. Without the filter, the fluores-

cence from the indium saturates the detector, resulting in a

spectrum where only indium can be detected. If a 2 lm thick

Mo filter is positioned in front of the fluorescence detector,

most of the x-rays at energies below 5 keV are blocked,

reducing the amount of fluorescence from the In substrate

reaching the detector. On the other hand, the fluorescence

coming from the Hf atoms in the HfO2 layer are only par-

tially absorbed. This results in a detectable Hf La line,

FIG. 16. (Color online) Schematic view of an ALD chamber for in situ x-ray

experiments.

FIG. 17. (Color online) Transmission for Be, Kapton and Silicon of a thick-

ness of 25 lm and 400 lm. Some fluorescent lines are added for materials

that are frequently grown by ALD.

FIG. 18. (Color online) XRF spectrum for a HfO2 layer on InP, with and

without molybdenum filter. The theoretical transmission of the Mo filter is

overlayed. Without filter, only indium and no hafnium can be detected. With

filter, the Hf La line is clearly visible and the In L lines are greatly reduced.
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without saturating the detector, allowing the study of HfO2

growth on InP with in situ XRF.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Extending the wavelength range of optical in situ tech-

niques to x-rays enables the use of XRR, XRF, and XPS

during ALD. This expands the information available in the

study of layer growth during ALD, both on planar and on

complex structures. The use of synchrotron based x-rays is

beneficial to in situ studies, because of the high photon

flux and the energy tunability, enabling GISAXS and

XAS.

All these techniques are especially sensitive to changes

on the (sub-) nanometer scale. As the changes during growth

are typically of this order, they are ideally suited for in situ
studies of ALD. The range of x-ray techniques available

allows the study of specific facets of the processes involved

in ALD. These techniques can complement well established

techniques in determining, e.g., thicknesses, densities, and

crystallinity and/or provide in situ information, unavailable

to other techniques, e.g., morphology.

In short, in situ synchrotron based x-ray techniques form

a new set of valuable tools in monitoring atomic layer

deposition.
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